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DISCIPLES OF A HOMELESS JESUS:  
READINGS IN MATTHEW’S GOSPEL 

Karl Möller 

Welcome to this day, on which we will be thinking about Matthew’s Gospel. With its 28 

chapters, it is quite a long text, and so there is a lot for us to explore. To make this more 

manageable, we are going to narrow things down by approaching the text from a 

particular angle, and the one I have chosen is that of discipleship. We still will not be able 

to consider every relevant passage, and so my aims are basically threefold: (1) to explore 

routes into Matthew’s Gospel that help us to read it in more informed ways, (2) to 

consider what this text has to say about discipleship (after all, Jesus is here presented 

especially as a teacher and his followers as those who learn from him), and (3) to reflect 

on what it means to be Jesus’ disciples in our own context today in the light of what we 

have learned from the Gospel of Matthew. My three aims translate into four sessions, 

which are: 

• An Alternative Vision of Life: The Sermon on the Mount 

• Discipleship in the Gospel of Matthew 

• Living as Jesus’ Disciples Today 

• Disciples of a Homeless, Subversive Messiah 

The normal route would probably be to begin by introducing Matthew’s Gospel, but I have 

decided to approach things differently. I will, of course, be saying more about the Gospel 

generally, but I thought we would begin by looking at one of its most distinctive texts, the 

Sermon on the Mount, which I would like to explore from the angle of it offering us an 

alternative vision of life. 

An Alternative Vision of Life: The Sermon on the 

Mount1 

However, before we look at the Sermon on the Mount, I would like us to reflect on the 

topic of discipleship, and to do this, I have some questions for you: 

 
1 Apart from the sources referred to, this section is based on Graham N. Stanton, A Gospel for a New People: 
Studies in Matthew (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1992), pp. 285-306; Richard B. Hays, The 
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What does it mean to be a disciple of Jesus? 

If you had to design a discipleship course, what would you include? 

Matthew’s Gospel ends with these words (Matt. 28:18-20): 

And Jesus came and said to them, ‘All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 
Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and 
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded 
you. And remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age.’2 

What does this tell us about discipleship? 

Some Initial Considerations 

We will come back to the issue of discipleship but let us now turn to the Sermon on the 

Mount. It has been claimed, and in this case not entirely without foundation, that no other 

short section of the Bible has been more prominent in theological discussion and the 

general life of the church than the ‘Sermon on the Mount’. The term itself goes back to a 

fourth-century commentary by Augustine, but Matthew 5–7 was not generally known 

under this title until the sixteenth century. The parallel in Luke, which contains only 29 

verses compared to Matthew’s 106, is known as the ‘Sermon on the Plain’, which is a 

modern construct coined to distinguish it from Matthew’s version. 

Most scholars would interpret the two Sermons not simply as collections of sayings 

of the historical Jesus but would stress that they also reflect the specific interests of 

Matthew and Luke. That Matthew writes from a particular perspective and with specific 

interests in mind will be apparent as we go along. We are going to consider the Sermon 

on the Mount especially from the angle of it being Jesus’ alternative ethic, although we 

should note that not everything that has been included is in fact ethical teaching, as can 

be very easily seen in the inclusion of the Lord’s prayer (6:9-13). Matthew has a strong 

interest in presenting Jesus and his teaching in a way that highlights his role as the 

authoritative teacher of God’s people, although we might wish to note that in his Gospel, 

the titles ‘teacher’ and ‘rabbi’ are only actually used by ‘outsiders, opponents, and [Jesus’] 

betrayer’,3 while the disciples call him ‘Lord’. Matthew also presents Jesus as a new 

Moses, which is apparent right from the start where Herod’s massacre of innocent 

children and Jesus being taken to Egypt to protect him from persecution correspond to 

Pharaoh’s similarly murderous means of safeguarding his own power and Moses being 

saved by clandestine means. In the Sermon on the Mount, the parallels with Moses are 

 
Moral Vision of the New Testament: Community, Cross, New Creation. A Contemporary Introduction to New 
Testament Ethics (New York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1996), pp. 93-104; and Bart D. Ehrman, A Brief 
Introduction to the New Testament (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), pp. 88-92. 
2 I have used the NRSV throughout. 
3 Thus Wayne A. Meeks, The Moral World of the First Christians (Philadelphia, PA: Westminster Press, 1986), 
p. 140. 
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again strong. Like Moses, Jesus goes up on a mountain (5:1; cf. Exod. 19). And while Moses 

on Mount Sinai received God’s law, Jesus, on his mountain, proclaims an updated version 

of that law before coming back down from the mountain (8:1; cf. Exod. 34). 

There are precisely five blocks of teaching in Matthew’s Gospel. In addition to the 

Sermon on the Mount (5:1–7:27), we have Jesus’ instructions on mission (10:1-42), the 

‘Parables Discourse’ (13:1-52), his teaching on sin and forgiveness, also known as the 

‘Ecclesiastical Discourse’ (18:1-35), and the ‘Eschatological Discourse’ in 24:1–25:46.4 Given 

Matthew’s allusions to the story of Moses, his collection of Jesus’ teaching into five major 

blocks of material seems intended to recall the Pentateuch, the five books of the Torah. 

Indeed, Matthew draws attention to these teaching blocks by ending each with a 

concluding statement along the lines of ‘Now when Jesus had finished saying these things’. 

There is a clear allusion here to Deuteronomy 31:1 where we find a similar conclusion: 

‘When Moses had finished speaking all these words to all Israel’ (see also 32:45). Matthew 

is thus clearly concerned to highlight Jesus’ comparable role to that of Moses – although 

he also presents him as more than Moses. 

The placement of the Sermon on the Mount at the beginning of Jesus’ ministry ensures 

that the image of Jesus as authoritative teacher dominates Matthew’s presentation of him. 

For Matthew, to follow Jesus means to do what he commands, as is spelled out in 7:21-

23: 

Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord’, will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one 
who does the will of my Father in heaven. On that day many will say to me, ‘Lord, Lord, did we 
not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in your name, and do many deeds of power 
in your name?’ Then I will declare to them, ‘I never knew you; go away from me, you evildoers.’ 

Those who obey Jesus’ teachings are like the wise man who built his house on rock rather 

than on sand (7:24-27). In Matthew’s Gospel, Jesus, the Messiah who expounds Torah in 

a new, authoritative way, becomes the ‘one teacher’ who replaces all other rabbis (23:8). 

With Jesus being presented as a teacher, the church becomes the community of those 

who are taught and learn from him, which, of course, is the meaning of the term ‘disciple’. 

As we saw, the ‘Great Commission’ at the end of Matthew’s Gospel pointedly includes a 

mandate to teach: ‘make disciples of all nations, … teaching them to obey everything 

that I have commanded you’ (28:19-20). We are not simply to make converts; we are to 

summon people to join the community of Jesus’ followers who put his teaching into 

practice. Only in Matthew’s Gospel is Jesus presented as speaking of the ‘church’ 

(ἐκκλησία, ekklesia) when he says: ‘On this rock I will build my church’ (16:18), a statement 

that is markedly absent from the parallels in Mark 8:27-30 and Luke 9:18-21, and in the 

regulations about church discipline: ‘If the member refuses to listen to them, tell it to the 

 
4 See Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew as Story (2nd edn, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988), p. 105, although 
he proposes slightly different demarcations in some cases. Some would include Matthew 23 in the 
eschatological discourse, but Kingsbury argues against this because of the changes in setting and audience. 
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church; and if the offender refuses to listen even to the church, let such a one be to you as a 

Gentile and a tax-collector’ (18:17). There is wide-spread scholarly agreement that 

Matthew is using anachronistic language here, but the point to note is that the church is 

presented as a community of disciples, as those who have been called and taught by Jesus. 

And this is where especially the Sermon on the Mount plays an important role. It is 

designed to shape the community of Jesus’ followers to be the salt of the earth, the light 

of the world, and a city set on a hill (5:13-16) – to be visible, to play its decisive role in 

furthering the ‘kingdom of heaven’, as Matthew calls it. The kingdom of heaven is a 

dominant theme in Jesus’ teaching; and the language is important in that Jesus’ vision of 

God’s rule on earth is contrasted with the corrupt, power-crazed, oppressive earthly 

kingdoms that his listeners would have known only too well. Australian scholar Robert 

Myles sums up the Sermon on the Mount’s purpose brilliantly when he describes its 

sayings as ‘“case studies” of life in God’s empire’,5 highlighting the counter-cultural nature 

of Jesus’ teachings as presented by Matthew. 

But let us now look at the Sermon, which, according to Swiss New Testament scholar 

Ulrich Luz (1938–2019), displays the following structure.6 

 

The Beatitudes (5:3-12) 

The Preamble consists of the beatitudes and Jesus’ statement about his followers being 

the salt of the earth and the light of the world (5:13-16). The beatitudes pronounce Jesus’ 

blessing upon certain people: 

Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 
Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted. 

 
5 Robert J. Myles, The Homeless Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2014), p. 
113. 
6 Ulrich Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew (trans. Robinson, J. Bradford; Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), pp. 48-9. 
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Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth. 
Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled. 
Blessed are the merciful, for they will receive mercy. 
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God. 
Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God. 
Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the kingdom of 
heaven. 
Blessed are you when people revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against 
you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in heaven for in the 
same way they persecuted the prophets who were before you. 
(Matt. 5:3-12) 

How are these words to be understood? Is Jesus setting up the requirements for entrance 

into the kingdom? Is he saying that people must meet certain conditions to be blessed? 

While this is sometimes argued, Jesus is not issuing commands so much as making factual 

statements or, more likely, promises. One way of understanding the beatitudes, therefore, 

is to take them as assurances to those who are presently lowly and oppressed, weak and 

suffering that in the kingdom of God they will finally get their break. 

Scholars have, among other things, been exercised by the differences between 

Matthew’s beatitudes and the version found in Luke 6:20-23, which is shorter, containing 

only four sayings compared to Matthew’s nine: 

Then he looked up at his disciples and said: 
‘Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of God. 
Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you will be filled. 
Blessed are you who weep now, for you will laugh. 
Blessed are you when people hate you, and when they exclude you, revile you, and defame 
you on account of the Son of Man. 
Rejoice in that day and leap for joy, for surely your reward is great in heaven; for that is 
what their ancestors did to the prophets.’ 

But Matthew has not only added five additional beatitudes; he has also modified some of 

the ones he shares with Luke: the poor have now become the ‘poor in spirit’, while the 

hungry have become those who ‘hunger and thirst for righteousness’ (5:7-9). 

In Luke’s version, Jesus is saying that the kingdom of God, paradoxically and 

surprisingly, belongs to those who are literally poor, hungry, weeping, and persecuted. 

Matthew’s alterations are often understood as being motivated by ethical concerns. Jesus 

here seems to be more concerned with ethical conduct than with human suffering, and so 

his followers are seemingly promised that their meekness, mercy, purity of heart, and 

peace-making efforts will be rewarded by God, as will their hunger for righteousness, 

their desire to do God’s will. 

But not everyone agrees. Is it true, for instance, that those who hunger and thirst for 

righteousness long to do God’s will, or do they simply long for justice to be done – both to 

them and to others? In a sermon on Matthew’s beatitudes, Lutheran minister Nadia Bolz-

Weber questioned the interpretation that understands them as ‘Jesus’ command for us to 

try real hard to be meeker, poorer and mournier in order that we might be blessed in the 
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eyes of God’.7 ‘What if the beatitudes aren’t … a list of conditions we should try and meet 

to be blessed’, she asks, suggesting that ‘maybe Jesus is actually just blessing people, 

especially the people who never seem to receive blessings otherwise’. Bolz-Weber has a 

real gift for translating the language of the beatitudes into our times: 

Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are the agnostics. 
Blessed are they who doubt. Those who aren’t sure, who can still be surprised. Blessed are 
they who are spiritually impoverished and therefore not so certain about everything that they 
no longer take in new information. Blessed are those who have nothing to offer. Blessed are 
they for whom nothing seems to be working. … 

Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted. … Blessed are they who have buried 
their loved ones, for whom tears are as real as an ocean. Blessed are they who have loved 
enough to know what loss feels like. Blessed are the mothers of the miscarried. … Blessed are 
they who can’t fall apart because they have to keep it together for everyone else. Blessed are 
the motherless, the alone, the ones from whom so much has been taken. Blessed are those 
who ‘still aren’t over it yet’ … 

Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth. Blessed are those who no one else notices. 
The kids who sit alone at middle-school lunch tables. … The sex-workers and the night shift 
street sweepers. Blessed are the losers and the babies and the parts of ourselves that … don’t 
want to make eye contact with a world that only loves the winners. Blessed are the forgotten. 
Blessed are the closeted. Blessed are the unemployed, the unimpressive, the 
underrepresented. Blessed are the teens who have to figure out ways to hide the new cuts on 
their arms. … 

Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled. Blessed are 
the wrongly accused, the ones who never catch a break, the ones for whom life is hard – for 
they are those with whom Jesus chose to surround himself. Blessed are those without 
documentation. Blessed are the ones without lobbyists. Blessed are foster kids and trophy 
kids and special ed kids and every other kid who just wants to feel safe and loved and never 
does. Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness. Blessed are they who know 
there has to be more than this. Because they are right. 

Blessed are the merciful, for they will receive mercy. … Blessed are the burnt-out social 
workers and the over worked teachers and the pro-bono case takers. Blessed are the kids who 
step between the bullies and the weak. Blessed are they who delete hateful, homophobic 
comments off their friend’s Facebook page. … Blessed are the merciful for they totally get it. 

‘Maybe Jesus is actually just blessing people’, Bolz-Weber suggests, ‘especially the people 

who never seem to receive blessings otherwise’. And ‘doesn’t that just sound like 

something Jesus would do?’ she asks. Jesuit New Testament scholar Jerome Neyrey, who 

has written on Honor and Shame in the Gospel of Matthew, somewhat similarly sees the 

beatitudes as ‘an attempt at publicly acknowledging those who have been dishonoured 

within the wider value systems of ancient Mediterranean society, such as the poor, the 

meek and the oppressed’.8 Neyrey believes that the repeated term μακάριος (makarios), 

usually translated ‘blessed’ or ‘happy’, is better rendered as ‘honourable’:9 

 
7 For the following, see Nadia Bolz-Weber, ‘Some Modern Beatitudes – A Sermon for All Saints Sunday’, 
Patheos (2014), https://www.patheos.com/blogs/nadiabolzweber/2014/11/some-modern-beatitudes-a-
sermon-for-all-saints-sunday/. 
8 Thus Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 114, summarising Neyrey’s perspective. 
9 Jerome H. Neyrey, Honor and Shame in the Gospel of Matthew (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox 
Press, 1998), p. 171. 

https://www.patheos.com/blogs/nadiabolzweber/2014/11/some-modern-beatitudes-a-sermon-for-all-saints-sunday/
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/nadiabolzweber/2014/11/some-modern-beatitudes-a-sermon-for-all-saints-sunday/
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Honourable are the poor in spirit … 
Honourable are those who mourn … 
Honourable are the meek … 
Honourable are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness … 
Honourable are the merciful … 
Honourable are the pure in heart … 
Honourable are the peacemakers … 
Honourable are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake … 

Much of the Sermon specifies the character of a community that seeks to embody the 

vision of God’s kingdom and hence of God’s righteousness, which is of crucial importance 

to Matthew. There is, therefore, a concern with Christian ethics. However, that this is not 

true throughout Luz explains with reference to the Sermon’s setting (5:1-2). Matthew 

talks about Jesus seeing the crowds, going up the mountain, sitting down, and his disciples 

coming to him. This, for Luz, suggests a ‘double circle of listeners’, in which Jesus teaches 

the disciples while the crowds are listening in10 – they are mentioned again at the end of 

the Sermon where they are said to be ‘astounded at his teaching’ (7:28-29). In line with 

all this, the Sermon, then, includes ethical teaching addressed at Jesus’ followers, those 

who have entered through the narrow gate (7:13-14), alongside words that are more 

widely applicable, such as the Lord’s Prayer, which Luz regards as ‘a prayer for the whole 

of humanity’, or the Golden Rule (7:12).11 

Perhaps the beatitudes, then, can be read in two ways. On the one hand, they are 

acknowledging, blessing, and honouring those who are usually overlooked, belittled, or 

despised, as Bolz-Weber and Neyrey suggest. After all, that does sound exactly like the 

kind of thing Jesus would do. But there may also be an ethical dimension for those who 

can hear it. For New Testament scholar Jack Dean Kingsbury, the beatitudes show what 

‘kinds of persons Jesus’ disciples are’.12 Let us consider Bolz-Weber’s example of Jesus 

expecting us to become ‘mournier’, which does, of course, sound absurd when put like 

that. And yet, that this does make sense has been suggested, for instance, by Orthodox lay 

theologian and peace activist Jim Forest (1941–2022), who quotes the sixth and seventh-

century Christian monk John Climacus (c. 579–649) as saying: 

When we die, we will not be criticized for having failed to work miracles. We will not be 
accused of having failed to be theologians or contemplatives. But we will certainly have some 
explanation to offer to God for not having mourned unceasingly.13 

Looking at the world around us, one cannot fail to see John Climacus’ point. Of course, 

Jesus is blessing and encouraging those struggling with personal grief, but there is also a 

blessing here for those who have become sensitive to the pain of those around them, the 

pain of their community, the pain of our nation, the pain of the world. Matthew tells us 

 
10 Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 42-3. 
11 Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, p. 44. 
12 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 132. 
13 Jim Forest, The Ladder of the Beatitudes (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1999), p. 38, quoting John Climacus, The 
Ladder of Divine Ascent, 7th step, p. 145. 
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that Jesus himself lamented over Jerusalem, the murderous city, the seat of power that 

kills the prophetic and uncomfortable voices (23:37). According to Luke, Jesus wept, 

saying, ‘If you … had only recognized on this day the things that make for peace’ (Luke 

19:41-42). Looking at our world today, Jesus’ words and tears couldn’t be more fitting: if 

only we knew the things that make for peace. And when it seems that our world, our 

politicians, our media do not, where do we, the church, Jesus’ disciples, stand? Forest 

prays that God may ‘grant us the gift of tears … for the violence we do to each other and 

to the world’.14 Blessed are those who mourn, says Matthew’s Jesus, those who have 

compassion, those who care, those who are disturbed by all the suffering they witness. 

How would you read the beatitudes? What do you make of Nadia Bolz-Weber’s reading? 

What about the translation ‘honourable are …’? What does this suggest? 

And what do you make of the suggestion that the beatitudes can be read in two ways, as 

acknowledging, blessing, and honouring those who are usually overlooked, belittled, or 

despised, while also carrying a challenge for Jesus’ disciples? What specifically do you 

make of John Climacus’ point about the blessing of those who mourn? 

The Antitheses (5:21-48) 

Let us move on, then, to the so-called antitheses: ‘You have heard …, but I say to you …’. In 

all six cases, Jesus radicalises the Law.15 As Luz notes, ‘even the mildest terms of abuse 

against one’s [neighbour] are prohibited’.16 Where the Law forbids murder, Jesus calls for 

the renunciation of anger (5:21-26). This addresses the problem right at the root, as it is 

anger that leads to disharmony and worse. It incidentally also excludes any easy claim to 

have kept the Law and thus any potential pride, which especially society’s more respected 

members have been wont to indulge in – and which, in my experience, can still be found 

in middleclass congregations where those who do not conform to expected patterns of 

behaviour can so easily be looked down upon. In Jesus’ radicalised version of God’s 

demands upon us, any potential feelings of superiority are firmly excluded, as we all 

struggle with anger, lust, or feelings of revenge. 

Where the Law imposes limitations on divorce (5:31-32) and retaliation (5:38-42), 

Jesus calls his followers to renounce these options altogether, thus on the one hand 

offering protection to women and in the other case seeking to curtail the all-too-common 

cycle of violence. Where the Law asks people to love their neighbour, Jesus calls for the 

love of enemies (5:43-48). Passages such as these have led to discussions about how the 

Sermon on the Mount is to be interpreted. One of the most famous responses is that of 

German Reformer Martin Luther (1483–1546), who developed the doctrine of the two 

 
14 Forest, The Ladder of the Beatitudes, p. 45. 
15 See Meeks, The Moral World of the First Christians, p. 139. 
16 Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, p. 51. 
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realms (or kingdoms), distinguishing between the spiritual (sacred) and the secular 

(earthly) realms. As Christians, we live in both spheres, which means that in the spiritual 

one (i.e., in matters to do with our faith and salvation), we must obey all the commands 

of the Sermon, whereas in the secular realm, which concerns matters of the State, natural 

law or ‘common sense’ must prevail. 

For example, commenting on Jesus’ demand that we do not resist evildoers (‘if anyone 

strikes you on the right cheek, turn the other also’), Luther claimed that in the spiritual 

realm a Christian should not use any violence to resist evil, while in their secular office as 

politicians, parents, soldiers, etc., they should firmly oppose every evil. But is this really 

doing justice to Jesus’ words in Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount? According to Luz, not 

only did this interpretation cause ‘the Sermon to be interiorized’; it also expresses ‘a 

breach with … God’s will’.17 American theologian and Christian ethicist Stanley Hauerwas 

sees in Luther’s move a strategy developed to ‘help us avoid thinking that [the Sermon on 

the Mount] applies to our lives’,18 while Luz goes on to say that this move has been 

questioned not least by Jews, who all too often suffered the consequences of Christians 

not loving their (perceived) enemies and not forgoing the use of violence. As for Jesus’ 

demands that we do not resist evildoers and love our enemies, Luz accordingly maintains 

that they are ‘meant to be followed literally’.19 

In 1964, during the time of the Vietnam war, Trappist monk Thomas Merton (1915–

68) convened a three-day gathering to explore ‘The Spiritual Roots of Protest’. The retreat 

included Quaker peace activist A. J. Muste (1885–1967), Mennonite scholar John Howard 

Yoder (1927–97), John Oliver Nelson (1909–90), professor at Yale Divinity School and 

chair of the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR), Jesuit priest and anti-war activist Daniel 

Berrigan (1921–2016), his brother Philip Berrigan (1923–2002), also a Catholic priest 

and peace activist, Orthodox lay theologian and peace activist Jim Forest (1941–2022), 

and of course Merton himself.20 

At the retreat, Merton maintained that, for it to be truly transformative and a way of 

ushering in a new ‘social order’ – the alternative kingdom of God, we might say – 

‘protesting war and witnessing to peace must be carried out … in a non-judgmental way, 

with sympathy and compassion for those who may disagree’.21 This emphasis on a non-

judgemental approach, incidentally, picks up another important theme from the Sermon 

on the Mount, one that people on either side of any debate have always found difficult to 

put into practice. ‘Do not judge’, says Jesus, before talking about that well-known log in 

our own eye compared to the speck in the eye of our neighbour (7:1-5). As Dietrich 

 
17 Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 45-6. 
18 Stanley Hauerwas, Matthew (London: SCM Press, 2006), p. 59. 
19 Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, p. 51. 
20 On the gathering, see Gordon Oyer, Pursuing the Spiritual Roots of Protest: Merton, Berrigan, Yoder, and 
Muste at the Gethesemani Abbey Peacemakers Retreat (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2014). 
21 Michael Baxter, ‘What Jim Had to Offer Us’, The Merton Seasonal 47/2 (Summer 2022), p. 34. 
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Bonhoeffer (1906–45) recognised, ‘When I judge, I am blind to my own evil and to the 

grace granted the other person’.22 At the heart of peace-making for Merton was love of 

enemies, without which, he maintained, ‘we are not truly Christians’.23 Merton appealed 

to early monasticism, initially a protest movement at the fringes of the imperial order, to 

which he compared what he saw as ‘the post-Christian position of the church in modern 

times, where ecclesial and national loyalties so often get confused’,24 not least due to a 

blurring of national and Christian identity. Hauerwas similarly speaks of the church’s 

temptation to assume that ‘it is at home in the world’, which leads to ‘the salvation wrought 

in Christ [being] construed in individualistic and pietistic terms’,25 to it losing its social and 

political relevance. 

In an article, entitled ‘Saying No to Caesar’, Forest, who has a personal background of 

serving in the US Navy, which he left upon becoming a Christian, once described the 

kingdom of God as a realm ‘in which there is no slaughter and … everyone is a 

conscientious objector’. He adds that ‘the life Christ proposed to his disciples centered on 

love rather than enmity, the works of mercy rather than the works of war, conversion 

rather than coercion’.26 However, following Constantine (272–337) and the rise of 

Christendom, much of Christianity has, as Forest puts it, ‘made its peace with war’.27 

One common problem with conversations about nonviolence is that they tend to be 

of such a generalised nature that they preclude the specific questions that should concern 

us as Christians, as the church, as those who have gone through the narrow gate and are 

seeking to walk on what Matthew’s Jesus calls the hard road (7:13-14). Of course, it is 

important to ask questions such as how the West should respond if Putin were to resort 

to nuclear weapons. And yet, today our question is a different one. It concerns Jesus’ 

vision of an alternative realm, the alternative kingdom of God. It concerns, as Merton 

highlighted, our Christian witness to that alternative realm. And this is so important 

because we Christians are the only witnesses to that realm. As Hauerwas notes, ‘nothing 

less is at stake than the church offering the world an alternative to the world’s justice. If 

such a community does not exist, then unbelievers will have no way to know God’s 

peace’.28 What is important, too, in this context, is to realise, as again Hauerwas has 

emphasised, that the Sermon on the Mount is not addressed to individuals. It is not, as he 

puts it, a ‘heroic ethic’; it is ‘the constitution of a people’; it is ‘a description of the life of a 

people gathered by and around Jesus’.29 Here the comparison with Moses bears 

 
22 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Discipleship (1937; ed. Geffrey B. Kelly and John D. Godsey; trans. Barbara Green and 
Reinhard Krauss; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2003), p. 172 
23 Baxter, ‘What Jim Had to Offer Us’, p. 34. 
24 Baxter, ‘What Jim Had to Offer Us’, p. 34. 
25 Hauerwas, Matthew, p. 60. 
26 Jim Forest, ‘Saying No to Caesar’, The Merton Seasonal 47/2 (Summer 2022), p. 15. 
27 Forest, ‘Saying No to Caesar’, p. 16. 
28 Hauerwas, Matthew, p. 69. 
29 Hauerwas, Matthew, p. 61. 
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theological fruit because, just as the law received by Moses on Mount Sinai was the 

constitution of the people of Israel, so Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount is the constitution of 

the community that follows him. 

In Merton’s judgement, voiced in the 1960s, the church is ‘perhaps the most effective 

single voice speaking for peace in the world today’.30 This is why he saw an issue such as 

conscientious objection to war and military service as ‘one of the cardinal moral issues of 

our time, one on which the witness of the Church will depend’.31 In a letter to Pope John 

XXIII Merton once complained that American Catholics were not only ‘the most war-like, 

intransigent and violent’ but even ‘believe[d] that in acting this way they [were] being 

loyal to the Church.32 Forest notes that this has now changed considerably, not least due 

to Merton’s efforts,33 and he traces significant changes in official Catholic positions on 

issues such as war, peace-making, and conscientious objection, changes that bring 

Catholic thinking much more in line again with that of the early church.34 

American activist and biblical scholar Walter Wink (1935–2012), in his book Jesus 

and Nonviolence, firmly objects to the common misconception of nonviolence as passivity 

or submissive acceptance of the corrupt, violent system. For him, ‘justice is the goal and 

that may require an acceleration of conflict as a necessary stage in forcing those in power 

to bring about genuine change’.35 But does not Jesus’ injunction against resisting the 

evildoer ‘break the back of all opposition to evil’? Wink asks, only to argue that this is not 

what Jesus was saying. His injunction rather was against using violence to retaliate 

against violence. Matthew 5:39, accordingly, should be translated ‘do not react violently 

against one who is evil’.36 

So, what are our options? Wink rejects the common reduction of possible responses 

to violence to either fight or flight, to violent resistance or passive acceptance, suggesting 

instead that there are in fact three possible responses: (1) passivity (flight), (2) violent 

opposition (fight), and (3) the third way of militant nonviolence articulated by Jesus.37 

And he goes on to show how that third way is exemplified in Jesus’ three examples in 

Matthew 5:38-41. 

‘If anyone strikes you on the right cheek, turn the other also’ (5:39). As a right-handed 

person, to strike someone else’s right cheek, you would need to strike them with the back 

of your hand, which was considered an insult. The intention of such a strike, says Wink, 

 
30 Merton, as quoted in Forest, ‘Saying No to Caesar’, p. 19. 
31 Thomas Merton, The Hidden Ground of Love: The Letters of Thomas Merton on Religious Experience and 
Social Concerns (ed. William H. Shannon; New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1985), p. 271. 
32 Merton, The Hidden Ground of Love, p. 486. 
33 Forest, ‘Saying No to Caesar’. 
34 These were developed in documents such as the 1963 encyclical Pacem in Terris by Pope John XXIII and 
the 1965 pastoral constitution Gaudium et Spes by Pope Paul VI. 
35 Walter Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence: A Third Way (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2003), p. 5. 
36 Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence, pp. 9-11. 
37 Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence, p. 12. 
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is ‘not to injure but to humiliate’, to put the other in their place. For this reason, the 

Mishna, a written collection of Jewish Oral Torah, imposed a fine for backhanding 

someone that was 100 times more severe than that for striking them with a fist (Bava 

Kamma 8:1-6). By turning the other cheek, however, the oppressor is robbed of the power 

to humiliate and dehumanise and is forced instead to treat the subordinate as an equal 

human being. The response is therefore one of defiance, not of passive acceptance.38 

‘If anyone wants to sue you and take your coat, give your cloak as well’ (5:40). The 

issue here is indebtedness. Deuteronomy 24:10-13 talks about pledges being taken for 

loans that had been provided. In Jesus’ example, it apparently is the outer garment that is 

demanded, which prompts Wink to comment that ‘only the poorest of the poor would 

have nothing but an outer garment to give as collateral for a loan’. When Jesus tells the 

debtor to hand over their inner garment as well, he effectively suggests stripping off all 

clothing and leaving the court stark naked, in this way registering ‘a stunning protest’ 

against the system and revealing it for what it truly is.39 

‘If anyone forces you to go one mile, go also the second mile’ (5:41). Roman soldiers 

could demand that civilians carried their pack, but only for up to a mile. To force them to 

go further carried severe penalties under military law. By continuing to carry the pack, 

the civilian here seizes the initiative and gets the soldier in a pickle. ‘Imagine the hilarious 

situation’, says Wink, ‘of a Roman infantryman pleading with a Jew, “Aw, come on, please 

give me back my pack!”’ ‘The humor of this scene … could scarcely have been lost on Jesus’ 

hearers’, Wink notes.40 Reflecting more generally on these examples, he maintains that 

nonviolent action can give the oppressed new self-respect and help them discover 

resources of strength and courage they did not know they possessed. 

Why, according to Christian thinkers such as Merton, Forest, and Hauerwas, is it essential 

for disciples of Christ to adopt an ethic of nonviolence and love of enemies in all areas of 

life? Can we be followers of Christ if we compromise on these values? What is lost if we do? 

How important is this issue for reflections on discipleship in our current situation? 

More specifically, Merton saw the witness of the church to depend on Christian 

conscientious objection to participation in war. Does it? Why or why not? 

What do you make of Wink’s notion of nonviolent resistance? Should Christians be involved 

in this? If so, under what circumstances? 

Some helpful books on these issues include: 

• David Cramer and Myles Werntz, A Field Guide to Christian Nonviolence: Key 

Thinkers, Activists, and Movements for the Gospel of Peace 

 
38 See the discussion in Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence, pp. 14-16. 
39 See Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence, pp. 17-22. 
40 See Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence, pp. 22-6. 
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• Tripp York, and Justin Bronson Barringer (eds), A Faith Not Worth Fighting For: 

Addressing Commonly Asked Questions about Christian Nonviolence 

• Walter Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence: A Third Way 

• Michael Budde, Foolishness to Gentiles: Essays on Empire, Nationalism, and 

Discipleship 

• Mark Thiessen Nation, Discipleship in a World Full of Nazis: Recovering the True 

Legacy of Dietrich Bonhoeffer 

Discipleship in the Gospel of Matthew 

The Gospel of Matthew: Structure and Intended Readership 

Having begun with some passages from the Sermon on the Mount, which is a key text for 

considering what, according to Matthew, it means to be a disciple of Jesus, we now turn 

to Matthew’s Gospel more generally. However, before we look at how Matthew portrays 

discipleship in his story of Jesus, it may be helpful to begin with some general 

observations about his Gospel. Starting with the text itself, we note that, according to 

Kingsbury, it falls into three parts: 

 

Matthew marks the major breaks with the words ‘from that time, Jesus began to …’. His 

Gospel also features an important frame with an early reference to Jesus being named 

‘Emmanuel’, ‘God with us’ (1:23), and Jesus promising his disciples (and us, Matthew’s 

readers) that he will live up to his name (28:20).41 

Going into a little more detail, the structure of Matthew’s Gospel looks as follows: 

 
41 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, pp. 40, 41. 
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The Greek text of Matthew’s Gospel is judged to have been produced by an educated 

person with a ‘considerable vocabulary’ and written for readers in an urban setting.42 It 

is generally believed that Matthew’s community might have been located in Antioch in 

Syria (modern-day Turkey); and the writing of the Gospel is most commonly dated to 

about 85 or 90 CE. It appears that Matthew’s community, which most likely consisted of 

both Jewish and gentile Christians, was close to the Jews, especially the ‘scribes and 

Pharisees’ that were influential in reconstituting Israel’s institutions and piety after the 

destruction of the Temple in 70 CE. A Jewish frame of reference is suggested by the 

language used,43 by the frequent Old Testament quotations, by the presentation of Jesus 

as a new Moses, but especially by the importance in Matthew’s Gospel of the Law and its 

commandments. However, the Gospel also frequently reflects that the relations between 

Christians and the Jewish leaders had by now turned hostile.44 

Alongside this Jewish background, there is also what has been described as a ‘gentile 

bias’.45 Matthew’s genealogy, for instance, includes four non-Israelite women (Tamar, 

Rahab, Ruth, and the wife of Uriah, Bathsheba; 1:3, 5-6); his nativity features Magi from 

the East that worship Jesus and bring him royal gifts (2:1-2, 11); a Roman centurion’s 

faith is praised over and above any Israelite’s (8:10); Jesus is presented as the one in 

whom the gentiles will hope (12:21); and, of course, the Gospel ends with Jesus’ 

commission to his followers to make disciples of all nations (28:18-20). 

Another interesting observation relates to the social standing of Matthew’s 

community. As Kingsbury has shown, the units of money referred to in this Gospel are 

generally larger than the ones mentioned in Mark and Luke, suggesting that its readers 

were rather well off.46 While in Luke’s parable a nobleman entrusts his servants several 

pounds (μνᾶς, minas; Luke 19:13), in Matthew they are given talents (τάλαντα, talanta), 

which are worth fifty times as much (25:15). And while in Mark the disciples are told not 

to take any copper coins (χαλκός, chalkos) on their missionary journey (Mark 6:8), in 

Matthew they must take ‘no gold (χρυσός, chrusos), or silver (ἄργυρος, arguros), or 

copper (χαλκός, chalkos)’ (10:9). Indeed, says Kingsbury, while in Matthew the three 

terms ‘gold’, ‘silver’, and ‘talent’ together occur no fewer than 28 times, Mark only 

mentions ‘silver’ once and Luke only four times.47 In this respect at least maybe 

Matthew’s Gospel is especially relevant to Christian readers in the northern hemisphere 

and especially those in the West. 

As we talked about Matthew’s focus on nonviolence, it may be helpful to note that 

New Testament scholarship has come to the conclusion that he was addressing readers 

 
42 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 148. 
43 See Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, pp. 149-50 for further details. 
44 Meeks, The Moral World of the First Christians, p. 137. 
45 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 151. 
46 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, pp. 152-3. 
47 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 153. 
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who found themselves in situations of intense conflict, in which what the Matthean Jesus 

had predicted was in fact happening: they were being hauled into court, judicially 

harassed, beaten in synagogues, and even put to death (10:17-18, 22; 23:34); they were, 

in other words, facing persecution.48 Writing from his own perspective almost two 

millennia later, Bonhoeffer wrote, ‘everyone’s rage at God and God’s word will fall on the 

disciples, and they will be rejected with him’.49 Calls to nonviolence are particularly 

resonant when they are made by people who have themselves experienced situations of 

violent persecution or oppression. Examples of such calls abound from all over the world. 

Some powerful ones in word and art can be found in a volume, entitled Syria Speaks: Art 

and Culture from the Frontline, whose editors describe its message in the words that 

‘meeting violence with violence is never successful’.50 And Matthew, too, it seems, when 

conveying Jesus’ message of love, mercy, compassion, and forgiveness, of foregoing 

judgement and violent response, was speaking out of lived experience. 

Matthew’s Story of Jesus and His Disciples 

But let’s move on now to the story Matthew tells. According to literary critic and 

theologian Roland Frye (1921–2005), each Gospel ‘is a narrative of considerable literary 

merit’,51 and it is the power of story that is meant to change us. When we read Matthew’s 

Gospel, we leave our own familiar reality and enter another world, inhabiting it for the 

duration of our engagement with it, only then to return to our own world with new 

perspectives.52 Unfortunately, however, one of the problems with our engagement with 

the Bible is that we do not generally read the biblical texts in their entirety. We do not 

enter Matthew’s world, being content with the brief snippets the Lectionary stipulates, 

and thus we rarely if ever subject ourselves to the full force of Matthew’s story of Jesus, 

hence also perhaps missing the opportunity to be changed by it. Consequently, we do not 

experience the transformation by the renewing of our minds that Paul talks about (Rom. 

12:2) and that the immersion in biblical stories is meant to accomplish. 

That Matthew seeks to engage us is evident in the way he tells the story. As the events 

took place some time ago, Matthew suitably narrates them in past tense, except that in 

more than eighty cases, he suddenly uses what is known as the historical present. For 

instance, introducing the story of Jesus’ baptism, Matthew says, ‘Then Jesus comes from 

 
48 Douglas R. A. Hare, The Theme of Jewish Persecution of Christians in the Gospel according to St. Matthew 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), pp. 106-8, 124; and Jack Dean Kingsbury, The Parables of 
Jesus in Matthew 13 (London: SPCK, 1977), pp. 63-76. 
49 Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, p. 101. 
50 Malu Halasa, Zaher Omareen, and Nawara Mahfpud (eds), Syria Speaks: Art and Culture from the Frontline 
(London: SAQI, 2014), p. xv. 
51 Roland Mushat Frye, ‘A Literary Perspective for the Criticism of the Gospels’, in Miller, D. G., and Hadidian, 
D. Y. (eds), Jesus and Man’s Hope (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, 1971), vol. 2, p. 220. 
52 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 2. 
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Galilee to John at the Jordan’ (3:13). As Kingsbury notes, this brings the story into the 

reader’s present, allowing ‘Jesus to address directly not only the characters in the story 

but also the reader’.53 Or it would do if it had not been eliminated by translations that, 

probably for consistency’s sake, revert to the past tense, as do most English versions (see, 

e.g., NRSV, ESV, NIV, and CEB). That said, the historical present has been faithfully preserved 

by the KJV, which reads, ‘Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordan unto John’. 

Kingsbury detects several other devices designed to address the ‘implied reader’, the 

reader for whom Matthew’s Gospel was written. One is that Matthew presents a Jesus 

who, time and again, speaks past his immediate Galilean audience to address the readers 

of Matthew’s text. This is true for any eschatological passages that do not concern the 

immediate situation of Jesus’ audiences (5:11; 24–25), for texts where Jesus predicts the 

persecution of his disciples, who will be dragged before governors and kings and flogged 

in synagogues (10:18, 22), which Matthew’s community was experiencing about forty 

years after Jesus’ time, and for passages such as the discussion about ‘church discipline’ 

(18:15-20), to name but a few. We find Jesus speaking past his immediate audience not 

least in the five large speeches – for instance, using timeless expressions like ‘not 

everyone who says’ (7:21), ‘every one then who hears’ (7:24), ‘whoever humbles himself’ 

(18:4), ‘whoever receives’ (18:5), or ‘whatever you bind … whatever you loose’ (18:18).54 

So, what does all this mean for our thinking about discipleship? Kingsbury suggests 

that the reader – one who follows the plot of Matthew’s text and immerses themselves in 

the story – ‘becomes schooled in the values that govern the life of discipleship in 

Matthew’s story’.55 These include that they are to be followers of Jesus who give him their 

total allegiance, that they forsake their home, family, and possessions to become part of 

Jesus’ new family consisting of his followers, that they are learners who attend to Jesus’ 

words so they may do God’s will (7:21-27), and that they preach and embody the kingdom 

of heaven, that alternative reality to be realised here on earth. 

However, Kingsbury notes that Matthew’s story of Jesus is one driven by conflict, 

especially with the religious leaders but also with the crowds and at times even with the 

disciples, who can be of ‘little faith’ (8:26; 14:31; 16:8), who do not always think divine 

but human things, especially when Jesus talks about his path of suffering and death 

(16:21-23), and who fail to understand that the essence of discipleship consists in 

servanthood (20:20-28).56 During Jesus’ final hours, they become disloyal by deserting 

him (26:31, 56), betraying him (26:25, 47-49), and denying him (26:69-75). 

One of the key issues for Kingsbury, therefore, is how the disciples are led to adopt 

Jesus’ perspective, according to which their vocation is about servanthood and may 

 
53 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 36. 
54 See Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, pp. 107-11. 
55 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 14. 
56 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, pp. 8-9. 
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include suffering.57 In the hours before Jesus’ crucifixion, there is a strong emphasis on 

Jesus being with his disciples and they with him. In Matthew 26, the preposition ‘with’ is 

used repeatedly (see vv. 18, 20, 36-38, 40, 51, 69, 71). These verses would lend 

themselves to some rich reflections about ‘being with’ and, as it were, failing to ‘be with’. 

But we will just note that Jesus being with all his disciples down the ages is, of course, 

also emphasised in the final words of Matthew’s Gospel: ‘remember, I am with you 

always, to the end of the age’ (28:20), words which, as we saw earlier, correspond to the 

programmatic title with which Jesus is endowed right at the beginning: ‘Look, the virgin 

shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall name him Emmanuel’, which, Matthew 

explains, ‘means, “God is with us”’ (1:23). Samuel Wells has made an important case for 

the practice of ‘being with’ to be the primary way in which God wants to relate to us, 

which then also makes it the primary way in which we are meant to relate to others in 

our ministry and mission. Being Jesus’ disciples for Wells is thus not about working for 

people, or being for people, or working with people but about being with them. His books 

– I would particularly recommend A Nazareth Manifesto – explore what this might look 

like and why it is so important.58 

Jesus’ disciples gave him their total allegiance; they forsook their home, family, and 

possessions to become part of Jesus’ followers; they learned to conform to his life and 

teaching; and they preached and embodied the alternative reality of the kingdom of 

heaven. What does all this mean for us as Jesus’ disciples in twenty-first century Britain 

today? 

Jesus’ disciples were of little faith and did not always think divine things, i.e., they were not 

always in tune with Jesus’ mission and values. They were, however, (for the most part) with 

him and with each other. What, again, does this mean for us as Jesus’ disciples today? 

Being with Jesus, the disciples gain a measure of understanding of who Jesus is and what 

his mission is about, and yet there are limits to their understanding. Peter gets that Jesus 

is ‘the Messiah, the Son of the Living God’, and is declared by Jesus to be the rock on which 

his church is to be built (16:13-30). But when Jesus then goes on to talk about his 

suffering, death, and resurrection, Peter declares that this must never happen, only to be 

rebuked by Jesus in the strongest terms possible: ‘Get behind me, Satan! You are a 

stumbling-block to me; for you are setting your mind not on divine things but on human 

things’ (16:21-23). 

 
57 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 129. 
58 See Samuel Wells and Marcia A. Owen, Living without Enemies: Being Present in the Midst of Violence 
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2011); and Samuel Wells, A Nazareth Manifesto: Being with God (Chichester: Wiley 
Blackwell, 2015); Incarnational Ministry: Being with the Church (London: Canterbury Press, 2017); and 
Incarnational Mission: Being with the World (London: Canterbury Press, 2018). 
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And so, it is the issue of suffering that dominates the third and final part of Matthew’s 

story (16:21–28:20), which not only tells of Jesus’ suffering but also emphasises that 

servanthood and suffering are essential features of discipleship. As Jesus says: ‘If any 

want to become my followers, let them deny themselves and take up their cross and 

follow me’ (16:24). Jesus’ sharp rebuke to Peter confirms that he is a different kind of 

Messiah to the one Peter was expecting. That he is not the kind of warrior king who would 

defeat Israel’s enemies by means of his superior power, as some of the Old Testament 

prophets had thought, but rather a nonviolent, non-judgemental teacher who teaches 

compassion and forgiveness. This is evident not only in the Sermon on the Mount but 

especially also when Jesus finds himself in situations that carry the temptation to resort 

to the use superior power, such as when he is tempted by Satan in the wilderness and 

then again at his crucifixion when people challenge him to take steps to save himself. 

Jesus desires for the disciples to share his devotion to the alternative kingdom of God 

and his love of neighbour. In his exploration of Thomas Merton’s letters on peace, race, 

and ecology, Mennonite scholar Gordon Oyer shows how important Christian thinkers of 

the twentieth century, such as Merton and American social activist Dorothy Day (1897–

1980), adopted the philosophy of personalism, which recognises the personhood of every 

human being and which allowed them to see the ‘intrinsic and holy worth in each person 

they encountered’.59 For Merton, this personhood, the fact that every human being shares 

the image of God, also constitutes the intrinsic unity of humankind, what he called the 

‘hidden ground of love’.60 As Merton scholar William Shannon (1917–2012) put it, Merton 

saw persons ‘each infinitely precious and all linked to one another in a network of 

relationships, grounded in God, that made them one’.61 

In our times when totalitarian regimes deny dissidents their right to oppose the 

ruling class and capitalist societies, driven by an egocentric separation of the individual 

from others, increasingly lose sight of the values that once had given rise to the Western 

welfare state, we urgently need the Christian (personalist) affirmation of the inestimable 

value of the human person created in the image of God, which grounds the love of 

neighbour, every neighbour, regardless of their race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, class, 

economic status, etc. 

In Matthew’s Gospel, this affirmation of every single person expresses itself in the 

mercy shown to people. In the Sermon on the Mount, it is mercy that leads to not 

retaliating violence with violence (5:38-42), to loving one’s enemies (5:43-47), and to not 

judging people (7:1-5). On two occasions, Jesus quotes Hosea 6:6, ‘I desire mercy and not 

sacrifice’, once to justify his practice of eating with tax collectors and sinners, suggesting 

 
59 Gordon Oyer, Signs of Hope: Thomas Merton’s Letters on Peace, Race, and Ecology (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 
2021), p. 26. 
60 See Oyer, Signs of Hope, pp. 4-10; and Merton, The Hidden Ground of Love. 
61 In Merton, The Hidden Ground of Love, p. ix. 
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that this is precisely what the Law requires (9:10-13), and another time to justify the 

plucking of grain on the Sabbath when in need (12:1-8). In contrast to the scribes and 

Pharisees, who are said to ‘tie up heavy burdens, hard to bear, and lay them on the 

shoulders of others’ (23:4), Jesus offers a merciful reading of the Torah and invites people 

to come and receive mercy: 

Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest. 
Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find 
rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light. (11:28-30) 

Some scholars have pointed out that in Matthew’s Gospel there is a tension between a 

certain rigour in following Jesus and the mercy that is, as we said, implied, for instance, 

in not judging people. And nowhere is that tension more apparent than in Matthew 18, 

the chapter on church discipline and forgiveness: 

If another member of the church sins against you, go and point out the fault when the two of 
you are alone. If the member listens to you, you have regained that one. But if you are not 
listened to, take one or two others along with you, so that every word may be confirmed by 
the evidence of two or three witnesses. If the member refuses to listen to them, tell it to the 
church; and if the offender refuses to listen even to the church, let such a one be to you as a 
Gentile and a tax collector. (18:15-17) 

Here, sin is not to be tolerated or ignored within the community, and the potential ex-

pulsion of an unrepentant sinner indicates how seriously the imperative of righteousness 

is to be taken. One cannot be an unrepentant sinner and remain within the community of 

Jesus’ disciples. They are, therefore, to become ‘as a Gentile and a tax collector’ and thus 

a target of the community’s renewed missionary efforts. Of course, the outlined procedure 

is already aimed at regaining the person who had gone wrong. But when we read these 

verses in context, we realise that mercy truly abounds in Matthew’s treatment of this 

issue. 

After all, in the immediately preceding parable of the shepherd who leaves the 99 

sheep to search for the one that went astray (18:12-14) we are told that ‘it is not the will 

of your Father in heaven that one of these little ones should be lost’. And the danger that 

the church’s disciplinary power leads to a proud and censorious spirit is also immediately 

recognised and addressed. How often, asks Peter, are we to forgive? How many second 

chances should the offender get? In suggesting seven – this being the Jewish number for 

completeness – Peter is already displaying quite an advanced level of graciousness. But 

Jesus’ reply completely trumps that, proclaiming a veritable superabundance of divine 

mercy that the church is called to display: forgiveness is to be offered not just seven times, 

but 77 times or perhaps even seven times seventy – and thus 490 times (18:21-22).62 Luz 

comments that ‘from the point of view of Jesus’ will, there are no limits to forgiveness’ , 

only to add that other passages in Matthew’s Gospel, such as the parable of the weeds 

 
62 Both translations are possible, and both have their problems. See Ulrich Luz, Matthew 8–20: A 
Commentary on Matthew 8–20 (trans. James E. Crouch; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2001), ad loc. 
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among the wheat (13:24-30), which are to be allowed to grow together until the last 

judgement, seem to preclude any church discipline altogether.63 

Here, Matthew adds the parable of the unforgiving slave (18:23-35), who has been 

forgiven the staggering debt of ten thousand talents. According to one commentator, 

writing in the 1990s, this was about the same as the American national debt,64 while 

another notes that King ‘Herod’s total annual income amounted to only nine hundred 

talents’.65 The slave himself, however, proves unwilling to forgive the debt of a hundred 

denarii, about a hundred days’ wages, a considerable sum for him but trifling compared 

to his own debt. The point of the parable, of course, is that having received mercy, 

compassion, and forgiveness, Jesus’ disciples are to extend the same to others. 

Of course, it is important to acknowledge that extending forgiveness can be a most 

difficult thing to do. As Hauerwas notes, ‘no people are free from a past or present that is 

not constituted by injustices so horrific nothing can be done to make them right. There is, 

for example, nothing that can be done to “redeem” the slavery that defined early 

America’66 – and some other places, too. And then there is the flip side, expressed in the 

Lord’s prayer, that we need forgiveness ourselves (6:12). Let me quote Hauerwas again, 

who says: 

The willingness to be forgiven, which may require that I have my ‘enemy’ tell me who I am, is 
the only way that reconciliation can begin. … To learn to have our sins forgiven, indeed to 
learn that we are sinners needing forgiveness, is to become part of the kingdom of God. … To 
forgive and to be forgiven is … to participate in a political alternative that ends our attempts 
to secure our existence through violence.67 

And that takes us to the well-known passage about the sheep and the goats in Matthew 

25, which is about some very practical, some lived examples of mercy and compassion. 

The text illustrates or, it would be better to say, is one of the sources for Merton’s points 

about personhood, the intrinsic and holy worth in each person, and the image of God 

being shared by every human being. ‘Lord, when was it that we saw you hungry … or 

thirsty …? And when was it that we saw you a stranger …, or naked …? And when was it 

that we saw you sick or in prison …?’ the people ask (25:37-39, 44). We all know the 

answer, of course: ‘just as you did/did not do it to one of the least of these who are 

members of my family, you did/did not do it to me’ (25:40, 45). For Matthew’s Jesus, lived 

mercy and compassion are key values that are not optional but are decisive for our own 

fate. 

However, we find that the disciples do not yet quite share Jesus’ vision of the equal 

significance of every human being or of the mercy Jesus expects them to show to others 

 
63 Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, p. 107. 
64 Hays, The Moral Vision of the New Testament, p. 103. 
65 Eduard Schweizer, The Good News according to Matthew (trans. David E. Green; Atlanta, GA: John Knox 
Press, 1975), p. 377. 
66 Hauerwas, Matthew, p. 79. 
67 Hauerwas, Matthew, p. 79. 
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when they rebuke those who seek to bring children to Jesus (19:13-15). Nor have they 

understood Jesus’ approach to leadership when they covet positions of honour and status 

for themselves (20:20-24). In 23:1-13, Matthew’s Jesus, therefore, advocates a new style 

of leadership: 

• one in which leaders and teachers lead by practising what they preach or teach; 

• one that is not status-conscious but finds expression in serving others, for ‘all who 

exalt themselves will be humbled, and all who humble themselves will be exalted’ 

(the same point had also been made in 20:25-28 in response to the mother of the 

sons of Zebedee’s request for her sons to be given special places of honour); 

• one that does not prevent but enables people to enter the kingdom of heaven. 

During Jesus’ passion, the disciples are unable to cope with what is beyond their 

understanding and control. They misinterpret the woman’s anointing of Jesus as a waste 

of money (26:6-13), one of them hands Jesus over to his death for financial gain (26:14-

16), they do not possess the inner strength to stay awake with Jesus in the Garden of 

Gethsemane (26:36-46), one of them resorts to the kind of violence that Jesus rejects 

(26:51-53), all of them desert him and flee (26:56), and Peter, despite his earlier 

protestations of loyalty (26:31-35), ends up denying Jesus just as Jesus knew he would 

(26:69-75). Of course, a list like this can never do justice to the story Matthew tells. It does 

not capture, for instance, Peter’s utter dejection after the act, summed up by Matthew in 

the words, ‘and he went out and wept bitterly’. 

But, of course, this is not how the story ends, and indeed the concluding act, in which 

Jesus gathers the eleven disciples about him to reconcile them to himself, is of 

fundamental importance. Kingsbury suggests that ‘in comprehending at last the essence 

of his ministry, they comprehend as well the essence of their ministry: servanthood’;68 

and it is at that point that they receive their commission to make disciples of all nations, 

teaching them to live in line with everything that Jesus had commanded them (28:16-20), 

which takes us back full circle especially to the Sermon on the Mount. 

Living as Jesus’ Disciples Today 

Let us then reflect some more on the nature of discipleship in 21st-century Britain. 

What does it mean to be a disciple of Jesus? 

If you had to design a discipleship course, what would you include? 

Have your earlier thoughts changed in any way in the light of our reflections on Matthew’s 

Gospel? 

 
68 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 144 (italics added). 
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Based on Matthew’s Gospel, I have suggested that discipleship, following Jesus, being true 

to what he taught and lived, is about witnessing to and living out the alternative reality of 

the kingdom of God in the midst of our violent world. I have suggested that this is not a 

private but a public, political matter that involves radical love, nonviolence, non-

judgementalism, forgiveness, mercy, and compassion. That for any who are called to be 

leaders it involves a firm commitment to servanthood, a readiness to suffer, and an active 

repudiation of status and power. 

Are these issues important in our contemporary context? Should they be included in 

discipleship training? To what extent does your local church include these issues? Why 

does it/does it not focus on them? 

Disciples of a Homeless, Subversive Messiah 

The starting point for our final session is quite a well-known but usually ignored quote 

from Matthew’s Gospel where we find Jesus saying: ‘Foxes have holes, and birds of the air 

have nests; but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head’ (Matt. 8:20). What are we to 

make of this statement, and what might it mean for our reflections on discipleship? Is 

Jesus here talking about his concrete experience of homelessness, asks Australian scholar 

Robert Myles in his book The Homeless Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew.69 Or is it a 

metaphorical statement that points to Jesus’ estrangement from first-century Judaism? 

According to New Testament scholar R. T. France (1938–2012), homelessness was 

Jesus’ chosen way of life, ‘a matter of choice, not of necessity, as Jesus’ family was probably 

a comfortable, if not affluent, “middle-class” one’.70 It is possibly not uncommon for 

middle-class Westerners to think like this, but this is a somewhat questionable 

assumption that is, however, fully in line with what social ethicist Laura Stivers has 

described as an enduring perception about homelessness, namely, that ‘people actually 

choose to be homeless, whether from a desire to be free of societal restriction … or due 

to personal inability to measure up’.71 Stivers, writing from a North-American 

perspective, adds that this view was ‘heavily supported by the Reagan administration in 

the 1980s’, which illustrates that construals of homelessness, just as of any other social 

phenomena, do not emerge in a vacuum but tend to be driven by ideological concerns. 

Literary critic, philosopher, and political theorist Fredric Jameson helps us to understand 

what is going on here when he points out that ideology is a ‘strategy of containment’, 

which seeks to contain thought within acceptable boundaries while repressing that which 

 
69 Myles, The Homeless Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew, p. 4. 
70 R. T. France, The Gospel according to Matthew: An Introduction and Commentary (Leicester: InterVarsity 
Press, 1985), p. 160. 
71 Laura Stivers, Disrupting Homelessness: Alternative Christian Approaches (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress 
Press, 2011), p. 50. 
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is unthinkable.72 We can observe this daily in political discourse and in our media. What 

is unthinkable quickly needs to be contained, in this case (a) the possibility that 

homelessness might in fact be one of the brutal consequences of our capitalist system and 

(b) the difficult notion, especially for Western middle-class Christians, that Jesus may – at 

times (?) – have suffered actual homelessness, as his own words would seem to suggest. 

The politics of containment is designed to shield us from the characteristic experience 

of homelessness, the desperation and destitution, the traumatic experience, and thus 

from the failure of the social and political system – both in Jesus’ day and in ours. In Jesus’ 

case, because he is supposed to be the moral hero of the story, typical features of 

homelessness – the desperation, destitution, and offensiveness – are removed. But what 

is ‘home’, and what therefore does it mean to be homeless? Myles points out that 

‘homelessness is not just the lack of a physical dwelling but a condition of exclusion and 

uprootedness from society’,73 which seems to go to the core of the experience that Jesus 

was talking about, as we shall see. Theologians Steven Bouma-Prediger and Brian Walsh 

flesh this out further when they note that: 

To be ‘home’ is to experience some place as ‘primal’, as a place to which one has a profound 
sense of connection, identity, and even love. To be ‘emplaced’ is to have a point of orientation. 
Homelessness, then, is a matter of profound and all-pervasive displacement. Homelessness is 
a matter of ‘placelessness’.74 

Myles notes that homeless people, because they may not live fully in line with the norms 

of wider society, are quickly deemed to be marginal and deviant, to be ‘threatening … the 

smooth, uninterrupted functioning of social reality’.75 

Before we then move on to look at Jesus’ story as presented by Matthew from the 

perspective of homelessness, it may be helpful to consider what we are doing here. 

Earlier, we read Matthew’s Gospel from a literary perspective, considering it as a 

coherent story and noting how Matthew seeks to drawn in his readers. Now, we are 

adopting a socio-critical perspective that pays more explicit attention to the social 

realities that Jesus and Matthew confronted and sought to address. After all, the kingdom 

of God is called a ‘kingdom’ for good reason, and Jesus did not end up on a Roman cross 

because he promoted a new type of spirituality. 

The Flight to Egypt (2:13-23) 

As we consider the depiction of the homeless Jesus in Matthew’s Gospel, we begin with 

the flight to Egypt. Myles notes how traditional interpretations have focused on spiritual 

 
72 Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (London: Routledge, 
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73 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 28. 
74 Steven Bouma-Prediger and Brian J. Walsh, Beyond Homelessness: Christian Faith in a Culture of 
Displacement (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008), p. 4. 
75 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 30. 
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matters, thereby downplaying the text’s social and political dimensions, in this case the 

political hostility that turns Jesus into ‘a marginalized subject’.76 While traditional 

readings tend to shield us from ‘the trauma associated with forced migration’ and 

displacement, Matthew’s narrative shows that Jesus’ homelessness is not simply a private 

experience but the outcome of ‘external political realities’,77 i.e., of the desperate acts of a 

paranoid potentate. 

In Matthew’s account, Bethlehem in Judea, a place not far from Jerusalem, the centre 

of political and religious power, is presented as Jesus’ original home (2:1) where his 

family have a house or household (οἰκία, oikia; 2:11). But, as Myles points out, after their 

flight to Egypt, ‘Jesus will never again return to Bethlehem, and the region of Judea will 

be a place where he meets significant resistance, conflict and eventually death’.78 The rule 

of Herod of which Matthew speaks would have evoked for readers that king’s harshly 

repressive regime. Jewish historian Josephus (c. 37–100) reports how it was prohibited 

for people to meet or travel together, how those caught were severely punished, and how 

people spied on each other (Ant. 15:336-369). While Jesus and his parents had thus 

become externally displaced refugees, the violence of Herod’s regime is well illustrated 

by him ordering the slaughter of the young children in and around Bethlehem, one of the 

many massacres associated with his reign.79 Myles notes how the biblical text highlights 

the elite’s role in ‘granting life or death to the general population’. And quoting from 

Jeremiah 31:15, Matthew draws attention to the desperate weeping and grieving for this 

loss of life (2:19). 

Matthew also emphasises that it was only after Herod’s death that the region was 

thought to be stable enough for Joseph and his family to return to Israel (2:19-23). But 

even then, they were afraid to go back to Judea and settled in Galilee instead. It is, 

therefore, not a full return from exile, as they never make it back to their hometown. In 

today’s parlance, Joseph and his family now become internally displaced people, while in 

Myles’s words, ‘the infancy narrative ends not with a romantic return to home place but 

with … a forced migration to the geographical, political and social margins of first-century 

Palestine’. It is precisely ‘Nazareth’s insignificance’ that ‘makes it a suitable hiding place 

for the exiled’.80 ‘It is [therefore] in exile that Jesus will exercise his ministry. He will come 

home to Judea only to die’.81 

 
76 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 54. 
77 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 61. 
78 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 62. 
79 See W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel according to Saint 
Matthew. Volume I: Introduction and Commentary on Matthew I–VII (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988), pp. 
264-5. 
80 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 74. 
81 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 75. 
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This is a story of political instability that is causing havoc in people’s lives, a story all 

too well-known by so many people around the world. It is also a story that right from the 

start establishes Jesus’ identity as a displaced outsider. 

Jesus’ Beginning Mission (Matt. 4:12-25) 

We are going to skip Matthew’s account of the ministry of John the Baptist (Matt. 3), 

another homeless figure in his Gospel, and move on to the beginning of Jesus’ own 

ministry (4:12-25) following his temptation in the wilderness (4:1-11). John’s arrest 

prompts Jesus to withdraw to the even more remote Capernaum (4:12-17), call his first 

disciples (4:18-22), and begin his itinerant mission (4:23-25). Just as Joseph hearing 

about Archelaus ruling over Judea (2:22) had caused him to take his family to Nazareth 

in Galilee, so Jesus hearing of John’s arrest prompts him to withdraw further into Galilee 

for safety and refuge. The Greek text employs the verb ἀναχωρέω (anachoreo), which is 

used in contexts of ‘socio-political danger’.82 Sean Freyne (1935–2013), a highly 

respected authority on the social and religious world of Galilee, comments that ‘the 

frequent withdrawals of Jesus might be interpreted as indicative of his need for constant 

vigilance’.83 NRSV offers a rather romantic reading of 4:13, suggesting that Jesus ‘made his 

home in Capernaum’. The Greek term κατοικέω (katoikeo), however, is probably better 

translated, as ESV does, simply as he ‘lived in Capernaum’.84 

Myles considers that, apart from being motivated by self-preservation, the 

withdrawal might also have been a subversive political act,85 a suggestion that becomes 

highly plausible in connection with Jesus beginning to announce the coming of the 

alternative ‘kingdom of heaven’ (4:17). While Jesus’ life thus began in the context of 

forced migration, his early ministry and the proclamation of an alternative social order 

are a reaction against ‘the intrusion of external political realities’86 in the arrest of John. 

New Testament scholar Jonathan Pennington suggests that Matthew’s use of the term 

‘kingdom of heaven’ is not just a reverential avoidance of referring to God, as is usually 

thought, but a deliberate contrasting of worldly kingdoms with God’s alternative 

heavenly order,87 which also extends the governed space to ‘well outside the scope of 

societal control’.88 To make the contrast even more striking, Warren Carter, who reads 

 
82 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 88. 
83 Sean Freyne, Galilee: From Alexander the Great to Hadrian (Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, 1980), p. 
222. 
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(9:28), or going out of (13:1) or into (13:36) ‘the house’. 
85 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 89. 
86 Thus Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 95. 
87 Jonathan T. Pennington, Heaven and Earth in the Gospel of Matthew (Leiden: Brill, 2007), pp. 337-8. 
88 See Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 90. 
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Matthew’s Gospel as a counter-narrative to Roman imperial power, speaks of ‘the empire 

of the heavens’.89 

Jesus’ announcement of this alternative kingdom includes a call to repentance, which 

entails a complete reorientation of behaviour in the moral, political, social, and religious 

spheres, which we frequently individualise and indeed trivialise by turning it into a mere 

private religious matter. That the call to repentance transcends the individual and 

extends to the public sphere is most apparent when Jesus, in 11:20-24, collectively 

reproaches the cities of Chorazin and Bethsaida for not repenting. In 12:41, Jesus warns 

that the citizens of Nineveh will judge the current generation, because they did repent 

whereas the current generation is not willing to do so. The use of the term ‘generation’ 

here similarly suggests a corporate, societal need for repentance. When Jesus then calls 

his first disciples (4:18-22), he begins to form an alternative community. Arguing that the 

text’s ‘social and cultural texture’ have been largely ignored, Myles suggests that ‘a 

comparison might be made to the contemporary homeless population, which will often 

form small communities or networks that function as surrogates for family and home 

place’.90 

Jesus’ Lament about Homelessness (8:20) 

It is in 8:20 that Jesus states his homelessness most clearly: ‘Foxes have holes, and birds 

of the air have nests; but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head’. According to 

Norwegian theologian Halvor Moxnes, these words paint ‘a picture of a man without a 

house and shelter; we might say a vagabond or a homeless person’.91 Robert Brawley 

adds that this puts Jesus ‘on the margins of subsistence’,92 while Myles comments on the 

bleak and relentless tone of the saying, which expresses ‘both the destitution and 

desperation that typically accompany experiences of homelessness’.93 Moxnes, focusing 

on the comparison between foxes and birds, on the one hand, and Jesus, on the other, 

suggests that he is ‘not only dislocated from a more to a less privileged position in society. 

He is simply dislocated from civilized society, with its characteristics of permanent 

human dwellings; he is made less than the foxes and the birds’.94 According to Myles, the 

words ‘nowhere to lay his head’ indicate ‘an experience of physical deprivation’ in that 

Jesus lacks a bed where to seek rest and refuge.95 He concludes that ‘Matthew’s Jesus is 
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unable to sink his roots firmly into any geographical region and is socially dislocated from 

normalized society’.96 

The scribe, in response to whose desire to follow him Jesus laments his homelessness, 

occupied a central position in society. Myles notes that ‘as colluders with elite political 

power, the scribes in Matthew’s Gospel participate in the systemic violence that 

methodically functions to exclude Jesus, eventually resulting in his extermination on the 

cross’.97 What Jesus, therefore, is effectively saying is that ‘the destitution and 

desperation that accompany homelessness cannot be shared by someone occupying the 

privileged status of a scribe within the ideological-political order’.98 

Jesus’ Rejection by His Hometown (13:54-58) 

In the so-called mission discourse (10:1-42), Jesus had pointed out what the disciples’ 

itinerant lifestyle would mean for their interaction with wider society. Commenting on 

his instructions that they were not to take any gold, silver, or copper coins, no backpack, 

sandals, or walking stick and no more than a single shirt (10:9-10), Carter suggests that 

they are to ‘embrace the margins of poverty and powerlessness’.99 Myles sees this as ‘a 

prophetic indictment on the wider ideological-political order’100 in line with the 

prophetic sign actions of some of the Old Testament prophets. It is precisely because of 

this socio-critical act, which enacts an important aspect of the alternative kingdom of 

heaven, that Jesus expects some towns not to welcome them with the customary 

hospitality (10:13-15), that the disciples will be handed over to councils, beaten in the 

synagogues, and hauled in front of governors and kings (10:16-18), and that Jesus has 

come to bring divisiveness rather than an easy peace (10:34-39). Jesus’ alternative 

kingdom, which challenges traditional social realities and power structures, leads to 

estrangement even within households or families. Jesus appears to have experienced this 

in his own family, which leads him to say that it is his disciples, those who do the will of 

his Father, who are his new mother and brothers (12:46-50). 

It is in 13:54-58 that we read about Jesus’ rejection by his hometown, which leads 

literary critic Terry Eagleton to suggest that ‘Jesus’ vagabond, footloose condition [was] 

a scandal to the more suburban-minded citizens of first-century Palestine’.101 The Greek 

term for hometown is πατρίς (patris), which is used to translate Hebrew מֹוֶלֶדת (moledet), 

the term that refers to one’s native land, the place to which one belongs, and one’s 

relatives. The point is that πατρίς (patris) signifies not only a geographical area but a 
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place of belonging. It is an integral part of one’s identity. Our English terms patriot and 

patriotism, which are both derived from πατρίς (patris), illustrate well the emotional 

aspects involved, which leads Myles to comment that ‘by using the term πατρίς …, the text 

alludes to Jesus’ emotional involvement’.102 

Matthew highlights Jesus’ estrangement from his community by speaking of ‘their 

synagogue’ – Mark 6:2 lacks the pronoun. Moxnes points out that Galilean synagogues at 

the time of Jesus were ‘gathering places for the village, covering a broad range of 

communal affairs and dominated by local community leaders’.103 Carsten Claussen adds 

that at that time it was impossible to distinguish between their communal and religious 

functions.104 They were known as a bet ’am, a ‘house of the people’, and they were crucial 

to the identity of the local community, legitimating the values and beliefs of its most 

dominant members. When Matthew has Jesus teaching in their synagogue, he emphasises 

that Jesus no longer has any part in this. Matthew generally portrays synagogues as quite 

dysfunctional settings, associated with hypocrites (6:2, 5), where, as we saw, Jesus’ 

disciples and prophets are flogged (10:17; 23:34). 

NRSV says the people were ‘astounded’ by Jesus, but the term ἐκπλήσσω (ekplesso) 

here more likely expresses their shock, which also sits better with them taking offence at 

him and questioning his wisdom and deeds of power. When they ask, ‘Is not this the 

carpenter’s son?’ they are alluding to Jesus’ unemployment, effectively suggesting that 

instead of following in his father’s trade, he is wandering about, futilely preaching an 

imaginary kingdom.105 As Myles notes, the text presents the townsfolk, participants and 

upholders of established social power arrangements, as the instruments of Jesus’ social 

exclusion.106 He once again criticises narrowly religious or spiritualised readings, which 

‘neglect the social and cultural implications of rejection and social exclusion’.107 And he 

points to the severity of the implications of Jesus’ social exclusion in a collectivistic society 

where he is effectively thrust into ‘no-place’, being ‘denied a space in both his home 

village and local synagogue’.108 

Jesus, in calling himself ‘dishonoured’ (ἄτιμος, atimos), recognises his deviant status 

within the community, one governed by the ancient Mediterranean value system of 

honour and shame, and thus his liminality, marginalisation, and displacement. However, 

Myles points out that in the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus had changed ‘the way the honour 

game is played by redefining the source of honour, namely, acknowledgement by God, not 
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neighbour’.109 Here, he similarly relocates ‘to an alternative site of cultural recognition’ 

‘by aligning himself with the prophetic tradition’: prophets, he says, ‘are not without 

honour except in their own country and in their own house’ (13:57). 

What difference does it make for us to move beyond spiritual and theological 

interpretations of the Gospels? 

What difference does it make to notice Jesus’ status as an externally and then internally 

displaced person, for him to have been severely affected by the political instability of his 

time and place? 

To notice how Jesus’ announcement of the alternative social order of the kingdom of 

heaven, the ‘empire of the heavens’, is connected to ‘the intrusion of external political 

realities’? 

To notice Jesus’ lament about homelessness? 

To notice Jesus’ estrangement from his village community, his realisation that he has 

become dishonoured in that community? 

Jesus’ Crucifixion (26:47–27:50) 

Again, we are so used to seeing Jesus’ crucifixion purely in theological terms that we tend 

to neglect its historical and social dimensions along with the historical and social aspects 

of his mission and the effects on society. But let us begin with Jesus’ arrest where we find 

crowds – Craig Evans calls them ‘thugs’110 – mobilised by the chief priests and elders, 

members of the governing class, who, of course, were ‘beneficiaries and protectors of the 

status quo and its unjust hierarchical practices’,111 that saw Jesus as a threat. Commenting 

on the disciples’ flight and desertion, Myles notes that ‘the arrest of their leader, 

combined with the fear of punishment, fractures the community and disrupts its capacity 

as a surrogate home place’ so that Jesus, who had so desired for them to stay awake with 

him in this most difficult time, is now ‘rendered completely homeless with nowhere to 

lay his head and nobody to call his kin’.112 

Turning to the crucifixion itself (27:38-50), we should note that as an instrument of 

torture, it functioned not only as a means of elimination but also to deliver a spectacle of 

stigmatising degradation, all to generate social order and cohesion.113 Stephen Patterson 

observes that Jesus’ extermination was used to ‘intimidate others who might be inspired 

by what he did. He was crucified as a warning to others; this is what happens to people 
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who might be tempted to think as he dared to think’.114 Anthony Marshall adds: ‘the 

Romans employed [crucifixion] for a calculated deterrent purpose because of its high 

visibility and publicity’ achieved by means of raised grounds near roads or trouble-spots 

and the drawn-out suffering involved.115 Crucifixion, in other words, was a mechanism of 

social control. And it was so effective not least because, as German historian of religion 

Martin Hengel (1926–2009) observes, ‘large strata of the population welcomed the 

security and the world-wide peace which the empire brought’. ‘The crucified victim’, for 

this reason, ‘was defamed both socially and ethically’.116 

The intent of dishonouring Jesus can clearly be seen by the mocking charge, ‘This is 

Jesus, the King of the Jews’. But Matthew highlights this in other ways, too. For rather than 

to focus on the gruesome details of Jesus’ physical torment, he emphasises the social and 

physical abjection associated with crucifixion. Passers-by deride Jesus, challenging him: 

‘If you are the Son of God, come down from the cross’ (27:39-40). Matthew uses the term 

βλασφημέω (blasphemeo) here, which means ‘to speak in a disrespectful way that 

demeans, denigrates, maligns’, which leads Myles to comment that ‘such public actions 

are particularly penetrating in an honour-and-shame-oriented society.117 Previously, the 

words ‘if you are the Son of God’ had been used twice by the devil in his temptation of 

Jesus: ‘If you are the Son of God, command these stones to become loaves of bread’; ‘If you 

are the Son of God, throw yourself down’ (4:3, 6). Kingsbury notes that the repetition 

leads readers to recognise that ‘the passersby … have aligned themselves with Satan’.118 

The passers-by are quickly joined by chief priests, the scribes, and the elders who also 

ridicule Jesus for his inability to save himself and for trusting in a God who evidently is 

not helping him now (27:41-43). Myles comments: ‘their collective taunting highlights his 

lack of agency and potency … while they are in control of whether he lives or dies’.119 

Lastly, the bandits crucified with Jesus also join in (27:44), which leads Myles to note that 

‘even they, as victims of the same jurisdictive apparatus, succumb to the belief that Jesus’ 

punishment is deserving and fitting’. 

When darkness descends on this shocking scene (27:45), Matthew uses the term 

σκότος (skotos) to describe it, which can also refer to a spiritual or moral darkness. Carter 

is reminded of the total darkness before creation,120 while John Meier (1942–2022) sees 

 
114 Stephen J. Patterson, Beyond the Passion: Rethinking the Death and Life of Jesus (Minneapolis, MN: 
Fortress Press, 2004), p. 9. 
115 Anthony J. Marshall, ‘Symbols and Showmanship in Roman Public Life: The Fasces’, Phoenix 38/2 (1984), 
p. 127. 
116 Martin Hengel, Crucifixion in the Ancient World and the Folly of the Message of the Cross (Philadelphia, 
PA: Fortress Press, 1977), p. 88. 
117 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 180. 
118 Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, p. 35. 
119 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 181. 
120 Carter, Matthew and the Margins, p. 534. 
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an allusion to the plague of darkness over Egypt in Exodus 10:22.121 When Jesus then 

utters the words ‘Eli, Eli, lema sabachthani?’ (‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken 

me?’), which some misunderstand as him calling Elijah, this leads to further mocking. 

Holley Carey perceptively highlights the onlookers’ ironic misperception of Jesus’ 

relationship with God when she points out that just ‘like the enemies of the psalmist, [the 

bystanders at the cross] interpret Jesus’ predicament and the “silence” from God as a 

reflection of his own delusion, in this case, that he is God’s son’.122 In his cry, Jesus draws 

attention to his sense of abandonment, which leads W. D. Davies and Dale Allison to 

comment: 

Jesus is first abandoned by his own country (Mt. 13.53-58), then by his disciples (26.56, 69-
75), then by the crowds (27.15-26). The climax of this progressive desertion is the experience, 
following three hours of divine darkness and silence, of felt abandonment of God himself (who 
is here no longer addressed as ‘Father’).123 

One of the bystanders gives Jesus sour wine to drink (27:48), an act that is reminiscent of 

Psalm 69:21 where this is part of the psalmist’s mockery by his enemies. Myles notes (a) 

that the type of wine given to Jesus was associated with the lower classes and (b) that in 

11:19 Jesus talks about being accused of being a drunk; and he wonders whether the offer 

of a sour wine therefore constitutes the taunting of a supposed drunkard.124 He 

comments: ‘Bystanders add to the stigmatization of Jesus by insinuating stereotypes (for 

instance, all homeless people and/or deviants have alcohol problems …)’. Myles also 

points out that ‘the actual moment of Jesus’ death is stated very briefly’, with the focus 

instead being on his stigmatisation and the reactions by those present at his crucifixion. 

And he emphasises Jesus’ ultimate triumph in his resurrection, noting that it ‘features 

as a reversal to the supposed triumph of the allied religious and political elite’.125 In this, 

it ‘evokes the revolutionary potential of the [kingdom of heaven], proclaimed by Jesus 

throughout the Gospel’. It ‘signifies God’s vindication of Jesus as the homeless one. While 

the arrangements of power within normalized society excluded and rejected Jesus’, the 

resurrection points to another reality in which the values of God’s kingdom prevail. 

Is there anything you wish we would have had more time to explore? 

 
121 John P. Meier, Matthew (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1980), p. 349. 
122 Holly J. Carey, Jesus’ Cry from the Cross: Towards a First-Century Understanding of the Intertextual 
Relationship between Psalm 22 and the Narrative of Mark’s Gospel (London: T & T Clark, 2009), p. 181. 
123 W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel according to Saint 
Matthew. Volume III: Commentary on Matthew XIX–XXVIII (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1997), p. 625. 
124 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 187. 
125 Myles, The Homeless Jesus, p. 189. 
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